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AG - 
CRAFT 
EXHIBIT

RELEASE 
TIME

RELEASE TIME:
 Sunday

 August 10th
using the following 

schedule. 
Exhibits released

 by first letter 
of last name.

Identification 
and Claim Check 

Required

5:00 - 5:20 -- G - M

5:20 - 5:40 -- N - S

5:40 - 6:00 -- T - Z

6:00 - 6:20 -- A - F

     or boats
 8. Antiques or collectables
 9. Floral
10. Any other not listed
11. Champion - Ribbon

CLASS B
BLACk & WHITE 
ENLARGEMENTS

One print enlarged to 5x7, 
8x10, or larger

Lot:
 1. Scenery or seasons
 2. Children or adults
 3. Still life or floral
 4. Travel or landscape
 5. Architecture
 6. Sports
 7. Animals, birds, or wildlife
 8. Antiques or collectibles
 9. Available light, outdoor, 
     night
10. Any other not listed
11. Champion – Ribbon

CLASS C
COLOR COLLECTION

Same lots as Class A

CLASS D 
COLOR ENLARGEMENTS

Same lots as Class B

CLASS E
DIGITAL ARTS

Lot:
 1. Digital Photographic 
         Compositing
  Use of photographic images    
  from a variety of shots utilized 
  to create the final scene. The   
  final piece could be a collage 
  or take on the feel of a sur
  realistic photographic scene. 
  However, the final piece must  
  be photographic in nature. 
 
 2. Photo Manipulation
  Photographic sources altered 
  with digital special effects or 
  filters. Images for this catego-
  ry are for work that could look 
  photographic, abstract or
  painterly. The process should  
  entail photographic image or 
  images where digital effects 
  and filters are used to go 
  beyond a photographic look.
  Appropriate techniques 
  include digital images with 
  more sophisticated layering 
  techniques of imagery, photos 
  smudged or cloned to look 
  like paintings but which main-
  tain the composition of the 
  original photographs, filter 
  effects on digital photos or 
  modifications or color, such 
  as posterizing, extreme satu
  ration or desaturation. 

 3. Digital Panoramics
  Images stitched together  
  using programs like 
  Photoshop, Autopano and PT 
  Gui to create a single vision 

DEPARTMENT 94
PHOTOGRAPHy-

ADuLT
Entry Day: Tuesday, August 5 
                  from Noon - 7pm
Judging: Wed, Aug 6-8:30 am  
Release Time: Sunday, Aug 
     10 per Release Schedule 

1st-$1.50, 2nd-$1.25, 3rd-$1.00

IMPORTANT:
Due to space limitations, we can 

no longer accept framed pho-
tography. All photography exhib-

its must be mounted on foam 
core board (available at Craft’s 

Direct or Michael’s)   
 which is 1 inch larger than 
the exhibit on all sides. It is 
your choice if you want to mat 
the exhibit before placing on 

thefoam core board. Please put 
your name on back of foam 

core. 
Rules:
 1. All entries must be entered 
     in the correct department 
     for age.
 2. Limit of 1 entry per lot.
 3. Limit of no more than 5 
     entries per exhibitor, in
     photography.
 4. All entries are work of the 
     exhibitor.
 5. Photos have been taken 
     since August 2010.
 6. All exhibits must be 
     mounted on foam core
     board which is 1 inch 
     larger on all sides than 
     the exhibit. 
 7. All collections must be on a 
     16 X 20 foam core board.
      (Constitutes one entry).
 8. If the exhibitor has received 
     more than $100.00 in the past  
     year for sale of his/her 
     photography, they are eligible 
     to enter only in Department 96 
     Photography-Professional. 

CLASS A
BLACk & WHITE 

COLLECTION
5 or more prints on single 

16 X 20  on foam core
Lot:
 1. Tells a story
 2. Children or adults
 3. Sports
 4. Landscapes
 5. Animals, birds or wildlife
 6. Architecture
 7. Automobiles, trains, planes 

  of a photographic theme. The 
  size of the matboard may be 
  any size to 24” maximum on t
  the longest side. The final 
  presentation could be an 
  elongated vertical (long and 
  narrow), horizontal or square, 
  with a maximum of 24” in any 
  direction.

JuDGING CRITERIA:
1. Picture Composition

       2. Clarity
       3. Focal Point

CLASS H
COuNTy FAIR 

Must be at least 8x10
Lot:
 1. Photos must have been
     taken at the 2013 Benton
     County Fair and include 
     building, ride, events, 
     people, exhibits or
     entertainment during the 
     fair. 
  
DEPARTMENT 95
JuNIOR DIvISION
PHOTOGRAPHy

(14 years and younger)
Classes and lots same as

            Department 94

DEPARTMENT 96
PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHy

Classes and lots same as
    Department 94

DEPARTMENT 97 
RECyCLED

Entry Day: Tuesday, August 5 
                  from Noon - 7pm
Judging: Wed, Aug 6-8:30 am  
Release Time: Sunday, Aug 10
      per Release Schedule 

Items made by reusing some-
thing. Include 3x5 index card 
listing items that are recycled 
and used in exhibit.

1st-$1.50, 2nd-$1.25, 3rd-$1.00

CLASS A
ADuLT

LOT:
 1. Toys
 2. Clothing
 3. Picture
 4. Wall Hanging
 5. Decorative - flowers, etc.
 6. Outdoor Use - birdfeeder, 
     etc.

 
7. Any Other NOT LISTED -
     Must Identify
 8. Champion - Ribbon

DEPARTMENT 98
JuNIOR DIvISION 

RECyCLED
(9 through 16 years old)

Classes and lots same as 
Department 97

DEPARTMENT 99
yOuTH DIvISION 

RECyCLED 
(8 years and younger)

Classes and lots same as        
              Department 97 


